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Island throughout the Mediterranean Basin into Jordan and Syria, and although
resident throughout much of its range it also disperses both locally and southward
into North Africa reaching the southern areas of the Sahara during winter.

This bird represents the twelfth record for Scotland and is the first Scottish
Mainland record, with all others, with the exception of the Isle of May bird and one
on the Outer Hebrides (1994), occurring on the Northern Isles - Orkney (3), Fair Isle
(2) and Shetland (4).

Mark Oksien

Olive-backed Pipit, Wormiston Spinney, 25th
October 2005 - A First Record for Mainland Fife
Siberia was open and the wind was strong from the east through the night of
24th/25th October 2005. However, it had been an autumn of near misses, false dawns
and unfulfilled potential. I wasn’t exactly in the “last chance saloon”, but I was on
the short one-way street that led to it. Should I take the 25th off as I only had one day
off that week? I decided late at night to “go for it” and I am glad I did.

First thing the next morning I met Fiona Butler in Denburn Wood – well if the Pallas’s
Warbler finders are out maybe I did call it right. Indeed there was a Pallas’s in
Denburn but this was not the day to look for someone else’s Pallas’s in a thicket. The
ringers were out too, but after a quick hello / goodbye in the patch I was on my way.
There was a nice selection of birds – Common Redpoll, Common Crossbill, Long-
eared Owl, Short-eared Owl, Eurasian Woodcock, Brambling and Common
Chiffchaff as I covered the two most likely sites: Balcomie and Kilminning. 

At midday, I had a pork pie and the first feeling that the day, and indeed the autumn,
was slipping away from me. 

I am a recent Wormiston convert, I always thought it was a wee bit “round the
corner”‘, but finds by Dougie Dickson and Rab Shand in particular, and my determi-
nation to search for migrants further and further away from the patch, has won me
round. Only six days before Alan Lauder and I had a late Common Redstart and a
Yellow-browed Warbler there and discussed how the “Spinney” needed more
attention in the late autumn.

As I entered the “Spinney”, I was disappointed to see the Elderberry bushes had lost
their leaves – no late Barred Warbler then! Suddenly there was an unusual movement
directly in front of me, in the deep leaf-litter. Bins up. Olive-backed Pipit - and a
beauty at that! The bird walked jerkily across in front of me then flew about six
metres to the lowest branch of one of the Elderberries. 
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I watched the bird through my bins noting most of the features. I really needed one
more view but, as usual, could contain myself no longer – it was time to get the
troops! I phoned Alan but he was at a strategic meeting in Glasgow. So, who was
out? Next, I rang Dougie Dickson, Fiona Butler, Mark Oskien and Nick Mutch. I
knew they were in the field. As I phoned Fiona, the pipit was only a few metres in
front of me in the lowest branch of a Sycamore!

After a while Dougie arrived, but unfortunately we could not re-find the bird as it
had moved from its original area. When the rest arrived, we searched the whole area
but only saw it twice as it flew high up from tree to tree. Fortunately, when Harry
Bell arrived, his laid back approach paid dividends and he got close views of the bird
on the edge of the “Spinney”. The bird was never seen again despite searching.

Description: Generally Tree Pipit-like, but rather small, compact, and rather short
tailed. In flight not as long-tailed as Tree Pipit - the direct flight and shorter tail
giving it a slight “Pechora” feel in flight. A shockingly green and white pipit, with
very green upperparts and very white underparts. This bird looked brighter than the
bird I found on St Agnes, Isles of Scilly in October 2003 although this may have been
due to the closeness and the superb autumn light.

The face pattern was superb – the bird showed a long parallel, uncontaminated,
white supercillium, which was bordered by a black eye-stripe and a black line above
the supercillium. The line above the supercillium was particularly obvious. The fore-
supercillium was a different colour – dark buff. However, you had to work to see this
- usually it just looked like a gap between the bill base and the “super”. The ear-
coverts were the same green colour as the upperparts but there was a large white
spot at the rear of the ear-coverts. This wasn’t so obvious when the bird was in the
trees, but was obvious when the bird was on the ground, especially when it turned
its head. In fact, it appeared larger than on the 2003 bird. The whole face pattern was
very striking on this bird. The bird showed a very obvious black malar stripe. The
throat was off-white, although not as sparkling white as the belly. The chest showed
a yellowish tinge but was dominated by large black spots, which didn’t appear to

Olive-backed Pipit
by Stuart Rivers
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continue onto the belly, but did continue down the flanks. These spots were large and
black, appearing more rounded on the chest and more streak-like on the flanks.

The upperparts were green with beautiful, light, gentle, black streaking on the
mantle. The wings and tail were darker. The coverts were interesting – darker than
the mantle with two wing-bars formed by the tips of the median and greater coverts.
However, the greater coverts wing-bar was not particularly obvious while the
median coverts bar was a shocker - short, wide and pure white, it was eye-catching
at all times. The combination of the very green, lightly-streaked mantle and the very
white coverts bar was lovely, and combined with it being a pipit prancing about in
deep leaf-litter gave it a really exotic look.

It was usually rather horizontal in its actions, but when it landed for the first time
on the lowest branch of the Sycamore, it stretched its neck then pulled it down, and
then pumped its tail two or three times. On the ground, it was easy to overlook apart
from its jerky gait.

Ken D Shaw

12 years of the BTO Breeding Bird Survey
(BBS) in Fife.
In September 2005, John Calladine of BTO Scotland, gave a talk to the Fife Bird Club
entitled ‘BBS – 10 years on’. This article refines that summary by concentrating on the
evolution of the BBS in Fife and the results during the 12 years from the beginning in
1994 up to 2005 inclusive. Although my remit as BTO Regional Representative covers
24 x 10-km squares in Fife and Kinross, I shall confine this summary to those BBS
sites in Fife. I am grateful to Neil Bielby, BTO Regional Representative for Central
region, for data on BBS sites in Fife that fall within his 10-km square remit.

The BBS was designed to replace the long-running Common Bird Census (CBC) that
began in the early 1960s and which brought to attention significant changes in bird
populations in its two main habitat types of farmland and woodland. Although a
much more rigorous survey than BBS, basing its data on actual territories held by
breeding species in a defined area, the CBC data suffered from three biases: the
limited habitats covered, a geographical bias towards southern UK and the fact that
observers were allowed to choose their sites, thus tending towards sites with a good
mix of species. The BBS was able to address these biases by surveying randomly-
sampled sites of the same size (1-km squares) across the UK, thus introducing all
other habitat types and eliminating any element of choice. The scheme has been such
a success in that over 2500 squares throughout the UK are now covered annually,
with 274 (in 2004) in Scotland. This has enabled indices to be calculated for a wide
range of species allowing, for the first time, a real measure of population change for
many species that had only been estimated in the past. The number of squares
surveyed in Scotland is now also sufficient to allow specific changes to be calculated
for our country, which have shown significant differences to other parts of the UK.


